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L. C. Rubber Smacks Merchants 
By MARK KARL SEGAL 
Longwood students have been 
complaining that local banks and 
merchants will not cash their 
checks. But a recent poll of area 
merchant's views indicated just 
why Longwood students are 
having problems. There is a 
general consensus among several 
store managers (exception: Par- 
Bils) that Longwood males are 
overdrawing their accounts 
more so than girls. According to 
one source that asks to remain 
anonymous, that figure is 10 
males to every female at 
Longwood. Considering that 
there are 650 men and 1,750 
women at Longwood, there is no 
excuse. 
According to Mike Fore, 
manager of Safeway, "I look 
forward to serving them 
(Longwood students), but I 
occasionally have problems with 
checks." He added that the 
problem is not getting any better. 
"This year is definitely worse 
than last." 
Mr. Fore, when asked if he 
thought the problem could be 
related to the present state of the 
economy: "I can not say it is 
because of the economy, but if 
you don't have it (money) you 
shouldn't spend it." 
Safeway has a fairly lenient 
policy on check cashing. They 
prefer an account with them. 
This simply consists of filling out 
a card with some vital 
information. 
William Ross of Peoples Drug 
Store at the Farmville Shopping 
Center was not quite as lenient as 
the others. "Longwood students 
are more of a problem than 
Hampden-Sydney students." 
Mr. Ross did not want to state 
any figures, and declined further 
comment. He did say that he was 
to meet with his district manager 
and the company's senior vice 
president to decide on the stores 
check cashing policy with 
students. Obviously the credit of 
Longwood students is in 
jeopardy. Mike Fore believes 
that this jeopardy could be 
alleviated if Longwood were to 
raise "standards." These 
"standards" can be defined as 
the school enacting some board 
policy, or honor code amendment 
to enforce the writing of checks 
by students. 
The most lenient check cashing 
policy can be found at Par-Bils. 
Bill Grogan of Par-Bils is willing 
to serve the college community 
but not without recourse. "We try 
to make the student cashing a 
three party check stand up to it", 
Grogan stated. This means that if 
a student cashes a check written 
to them at Par Bils and it 
bounces, then the student cashing 
the check will pay a service 
charge. 
Most merchants agreed that a 
problem was when a student will 
cash a check and then leave 
school. This makes collecting a 
burden and destroys the credit of 
students in its wake. 
Area banks skip the corner 
merchants policy of leniency, and 
are more reluctant to accept 
Super Dance 
Plans Underway 
By DIANE COSBY 
"I Never Knew I^ove Like This 
Before" is the name of a popular 
song by Stephanie Mills. It is also 
the theme for this year's Super 
Dance which will take place on 
March 6th and 7th. 
The purpose of the dance is to 
raise money for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association. 
Presently, there are 180 
participants who will be dancing 
for twenty hours in order to raise 
money. These people will be 
dancing from 7:00 p.m. on 
Friday, March 6th until 3:00 p.m. 
on Saturday, March 7th. 
Debra Spencer, committee 
chairman of Super Dance 1981, 
says she is overwhelmed by the 
enthusiastic participation of 
Longwood students in planning 
the dance. "We have a total of 180 
dancers, up from last year's 60." 
The dancers will be striving to 
better the 1980 total of $6,100. All 
the entertainment during the 
dance   will   be   provided   by 
students here on campus. 
The 7.1.4.'s will be playing on 
Friday from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 
a.m. There will be a mixer during 
this time and everyone is invited 
to come. After the 7.1.4. *l finish 
performing, the following 
organizations will be providing 
music for the dancers: Delta 
Sigma Phi, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi 
Kappa Phi, and Alpha Chi Rho. 
There will also be exhibitions by 
the longwood Dance Company, 
Dr. Bobbit, and the Jazz Band. 
Everyone is urged to support 
the dancers with pledges. Also, 
contributions from organizations 
on and off campus will be deeply 
appreciated. If you cannot afford 
to make a pledge to support one 
of the dancers, please make an 
effort to attend the mixer. There 
will be an admission charge of 
$1.00 per person. This will be a 
great way to have a lot of fun and 
at the same time you will be 
helping to make Super Dance 
1981 a success. 
checks from area students. The 
First National Bank of Farmville 
cashes personal checks for 
Ixmgwood students not to exceed 
$25.00. Virginia National Bank 
does not cash check for non- 
customers: VNB has a Longwood 
branch and an office downtown. 
Neither office cashes checks for 
non-customers. 
Par-Bils and Safeway cash 
checks for out of town students. 
Par-Bils is open 24 hours a day. 
But the "standards" that Mike 
Fore spoke of must be enacted 
soon or the doors to credit will be 
slammed in Ix>ngwood students 
faces, all because of a minority 
that insist on destroying the 
reputation of everyone. 
It's Black Culture Week 
By LISA BOWERS 
Black Culture Week is being 
observed this week, February 8- 
12, 1981 with a series of 
discussions, lectures, and special 
events. The week, which is 
organized by Longwood's Afro- 
American Student Alliance 
(AASA), began with a concert by 
Longwood's Gospel Choir Sunday 
afternoon in Jarman. On Monday 
night the acting troupe of Ms. 
Beverlv Ford, Longwood 
graduate, presented their 
production of "Slab- 
town Convention" in Wygal 
Auditorium. On Tuesday night 
the Gospel Choir will present a 
short concert in the Red and 
White rooms of Lankford, after 
which there will be a lecture in 
the Green room by Ms. Edna 
Allen Bledsoe of Longwood's 
Social Work department. 
On Wednesday night Mr. Fred 
Jordan from the Lynchburg 
Correctional Unit will speak, 
after which a panel discussion 
will be held by Mr. Robert Cooley 
of Petersburg; both of these 
events will be held in the Red and 
White rooms. A talent show 
featuring local high school and 
Longwood talent as well as 
blocking by AKA sorority and 
Omega Psi Phi fraternity will be 
held on Thursday night in the 
Red, White, and Green rooms. 
The AASA is sponsoring a semi- 
formal dance on February 21, 
1981 from 9 a.m. -1 a.m. in the 
lower dining hall, featuring the 
Virginia State College Jazz Band. 
This dance is open to the public 
with no admission charge. 
During this dance the AASA will 
initiate its new officers for 1981- 
1982. 
AASA President Louise 
Nowlin states that this week's 
events "are open to the campus 
and community" and asks 
everyone to "please come out to 
support us!" 
Phonathon Goal Set At $6000 
By KATHY VANNICE 
The Parents Phonathon is 
being held March 2,3, and 4,1981 
from 6:30-9:45 p.m. in the Honors 
Council Room, Lankford 
Building. This is the 4th Parents 
New SGA 
Members 
The results of the recent 
Student Government 
Association elections that took 
place on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 
were: 
Representatives to the 
Student Senate 
Senior: Robyn Black, Kelly 
Sanderson and Cindy 
Dropeski 
Junior: Julia Combs, 
Dennis Southers and Karen 
"Bird" Kilmer 
Sophomore:    Stephanie 
Ibanez, Sara Rangstorf and 
Cherie Stevens 
Freshmen: To be run off. 
Investigators 
Senior: Lori Morgan (Honor 
Code) 
Junior: Chris Vontsolos 
(Honor Code) and Susan 
Towler (college regulations) 
Sophomore: Jim Thomas 
(Honor Code) 
Freshmen: Bob Jensen 
(Honor Code) and Jennifer 
Jones (collegeregulations) 
Phonathon that has been 
sponsored by the Student Alumni 
Association under the coor- 
dination of the Director of Annual 
Funds, Mrs. Barbara Nanzig. 
This year it was decided to 
open up the phonathon to 
campus-wide volunteers as a 
means of raising money for their 
school sponsored organization. 
Any organization is invited to 
volunteer for the Phonathon. 
Each night, 10 phones will be 
used to call approximately 1500 
parents. A goal of $6000 has been 
set for the three night event. 
Each night we would hope a 
different organization would do 
the calling, but we would accept 
the offer of two groups to share a 
night. Prizes will be awarded on 
the highest amount of pledges 
received with 1st prize being $175, 
2nd prize $100 and the third prize 
$75. If two groups are sharing the 
night then the prize money would 
be split. 
If your organization is 
interested in raising money by 
working for the Phonathon, then 
contact Mrs. Barbara Nanzig in 
the Alumni Office on the second 
floor of the Ruffner Building by 
Friday, February 13, at noon. 
The Student Alumni 
Association hopes that in coming 
years they will be able to uffer 
more opportunities to more 
student groups to raise funds for 
their projects and scholarships. 
HAPPY 
VALENTINES DAY ! 
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ipply For 
Miss Longwood \l)H\ 
By CHERYL WILCOX 
Would you like to be Miss 
Ixmgwood 1981? This is your 
chance to pick up an application 
and fill it out now! 
The applications will be sent to 
all campus organizations this 
week. Each contestant must be 
sponsored by a club, dorm or any 
recognized campus organization. 
There is a $10 entrance fee for 
each contestant. This enables 
each contestant to participate in 
preliminaries on February 22 in 
the Gold Room. The contestants 
sclr, ted by the preliminary 
lii'i \ s will be in the pageant on 
Manh 7 in Jarman Auditorium. 
Each contestant will be judged in 
personal interview, talent, 
bathing suit and evening gown 
competition. The judges for the 
pageant will be Mr. Al Moffett, 
news anchorman Chanell 8 news, 
Miss Melissa Grady, Miss 
Hopewell 1981, Mr. Bob Jones, a 
prominent photographer, Mr. 
(Jus Travers, Richmond 
Freelance Announcer, and Mrs. 
Barbara Wells, Miss Chesterfield 
1953. 
This year's Miss longwood will 
represent the college at the Apple 
Blossom Festival, in Washington 
D.C. and the Tobacco Bowl 
Festival in Richmond. Miss 
Ixmgwood will also represent the 
college in community and area 
activities throughout the year of 
her reign. 
Additional applications can be 
picked up from Cheryl Wilcox, 
Stubbs 217. 
Rush 
Schedule 
By CATHY CARDEN 
Mid-winter is here and time for Informal Rush to begin. 
Rush parties will be starting on Sunday, February 15, and ex- 
tend through Thursday, February 19. Invitations will be sent 
from each sorority but any female is allowed to attend any of the 
parties without an invitation. The schedule for the rush parties 
are as follows: 
SUNDAY, February 15 
7:00^:00 PhiMu 
8:00-9:00 Kappa Delta 
MONDAY, February 16 
7:00-8:00 Sigma Kappa 
8:00-9:00 Alpha Sigma Tau 
TUESDAY, February 17 
7:00-8:00 Alpha Sigma Alpha 
8:00-9:00 Alpha Gamma Delta 
WEDNESDAY, February 18 
7:00-8:00 Delta Zeta 
8:00-9:00 Sigma Sigma Sigma 
THURSDAY, February 19 
7:00-8:00 Zeta Tau Alpha 
8:00-9:00 Alpha Delta Pi 
So come on over to Stubbs next week only during the times 
specified and meet some new friends and enjoy some snacks. 
Maybe you can become part of sorority life on campus. 
Vest Sides With 
The Desperados 
BUDGET FORMS 
FROM CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
DUE 
FEB. 15, 1981 
APPOINTMENTS 
FOR ORGANIZATIONS 
FEB. 17, 19,20 
STUDENTS ACTIVITIES 
FEES COMMITTEE 
1981 
By JACQULINE BURTON 
"To ask the meaning of 
metaphor is to ask what poems 
mean, or indeed if they mean 
anything at all" was a point made 
by Dr. Quentin Vest, Associate 
Professor of English, in a lecture 
he gave Wednesday, February 4, 
in the Gallery of Lancaster 
Library. Dr. Vest was the 
speaker for the third event of the 
1980-81 Seminar I-ecture Series 
sponsored by the Department of 
English, Philosophy and Foreign 
I^anguages. 
In a lecture entitled "The 
Meaning of Metaphor," Dr. Vest 
discussed three positions 
regarding the meaning of the 
metaphor: the logical and the 
visionary theories, both of which 
are the more traditional views; 
and his own, which he calls the 
"desperado" theory. Dr. Vest 
maintains that all three positions 
share a common dislike for "any 
theory or critical approach that 
reduces poetics to psychology." 
They also oppose all the theories 
which undertake the study of a 
poet's personality for clues to the 
meaning of the metaphors in his 
poetry. All three agree that the 
meaning of metaphor must be 
understood, and that poetic 
communication must be 
differentiated from prose 
communication in that poetry is 
written by the poet to express an 
emotion he really feels. 
Dr. Vest says that the logical 
view regards the metaphor as 
merely an analogous figure of 
speech. It rejects the idea that 
the poet possesses an exclusively 
inate ability to sense or assess 
any visionary truths. This 
concept of the use of metaphor is 
reflected in the plain simple 
verses of Ben Johnson. 
Elements of the visionary 
concept are found in the works of 
such 17th-century Metaphysical 
poets as John Donne, George 
Herbert, and later, in the works 
of William Blake. The visionary 
view supports the belief that the 
metaphor is the instrument with 
which poets are able to 
communicate otherwise 
inexpressible mythological 
truths. Poets do not invent, but 
discover that which already 
exists. This has been the basic- 
belief of the so-called New 
Criticism of the twentieth- 
century. Supporters of this 
concept feel that good poets must 
mean their metaphors; the 
metaphor cannot be used as an 
ornament or symbol for logical 
meaning. 
Dr. Vest concluded his lecture 
with a description of the view he, 
himself, supports, which he 
terms the "desperado" position. 
This view is neither rational like 
the logical view, nor 
mythological like the visionary. 
It distrusts the theories of both 
these traditional positions. Its 
main concerns are not knowing 
rather than knowing and 
unlearning rather than learning. 
Dr. Vest's position denies the 
existence of poetic technique. 
The metaphors of the desperado 
poets — poets like Stephan Crane, 
Wallace Stevens, and Robert 
Frost — have neither logical nor 
visionary meetings; they mean 
simply what they say. 
Geist Blood mobile 
By BRENDA COLEMAN 
"Blood is vital to life, and a gift 
of blood is perhaps the most 
precious gift one person can 
bestow upon another." 
On February 25 and 26, Geist, 
Longwood College's leadership 
honorary, will sponsor its annual 
Bloodmobile Drive. The 
campaign is to be held in the Red- 
White-Green Rooms of Lankford 
Building between 12 p.m. and 6 
p.m. The blood will go toward 
helping the residents of 
Farmville and the surrounding 
areas. 
In keeping with past years, 
Geist once again will hold a 
competition between the 
sororities, fraternities, and 
classes on campus. The sorority, 
fraternity, or class with the 
highest number of participants 
will be awarded a cash award 
and-or CHI banner. 
The following is a list of 
conditions restricting a potential 
donor. Support and participation 
are crucial if the Bloodmobile is 
to be a success this year. Please 
come out and give a gift of life. 
THE 
HAIR SHAFT 
HAIRSTYLING FOR YOU 
DEBBIE FRANCIS 
KATHY WAYCASTER   DALE OWNBY 
LINDA   JILL    DUNEVANT 
HOURS 
Mon    H   lues 9 AM 8 PM 
VV.'d    Fn 9 AM 6 PM 
So' 9AM 3 PM 
CALL 392-5685 
Conveniently Located In The 
Farmville Shopping Center 
J   i 
1. Is under 18 years of age 
2. Is over 66 years of age (unless he-she has written permission from a doctor dated 
two weeks prior to donation). 
3. Has given blood 5 times in a twelve month period, or it is less than 56 days from last 
donation. 
4. Weighs less than 110 pounds. 
5. Has ever had jaundice or hepatitis (except jaundice of the newborn). 
6. Has been exposed to jaundice or hepatitis, or had a tatto, or taken any blood or blood 
products in the last six months. 
7. Has someone in immediate family on kidney dialysis machine. 
8. Has ever had malaria. 
9. Has been in Vietnam or a malarious area or has had anti-malarial drugs in the last 
three years. 
10. Has ever had any form of heart trouble or heart surgery. 
11. Has a respiratory ailment now. 
12. Has been pregnant in the last year. (Eligibility of women having miscarriages or 
abortions must be determined on an individual basis). 
13. Has had major surgery in last six months. 
14. Has ever had active T.B. 
15. Has diabetes requiring medication for control. 
16. Has had mononucleosis in last six months. 
17. Has had any form of cancer. 
18. Has ever had epilepsy or convulsions. 
19. Has active allergies, hay fever, asthma on day of donation. 
20. Must perform a hazardous occupation within a twelve hour period following 
donation. 
Example: climb poles or ladders; drive bus (or taxi); operate heavy or dangerous equipment 
23. Has ever use LSD. 
24. Is now taking medication for high blood pressure. 
25. Has taken antibiotics within past 2 weeks. (Exception: small doses taken for acne 
should be discontinued for 48 hours before donation). 
Donors are encouraged to eat before donation. Please allow one hour for entire donation 
period. The actual donation time is less than ten minutes. 
A sign-up list will be posted in the new smoker (Longwood College). You do not have to 
sign up to give blood or help work at the Bloodmobile. 
Le Roux Performs 
For Sell-Out Crowd 
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Last Friday evening, 
Ixmisiana's Le Roux performed 
in Jarman Auditorium to a near 
sell-out crowd. 
"Le Roux" is a six-man band 
with three albums out, one of 
which was released publicly 
within the last two months. Le 
Roux also has a fast growing list 
of top selling singles. 
The opening act for Friday's 
concert was "Bruce Olson and 
the Offenders" a tough new wave 
foursome with a sharp edged 
sound. Although they have no 
albums to their credit as of yet, 
leader Bruce Olson suggested 
that a debut album might not be 
far off in the future. 
After the Offenders set of a 
slightly less than an hour of 
straight, hard, new wave, Le 
Roux took the stage. The early 
portion of the show was 
highlighted with such hits as, 
Crowd Grew 
For TAC 
By CHERYL WILCOX 
The United States Air Force 
TAC Showcase Band took the 
Gold Room by storm Saturday 
afternoon at 2:00. Gator Allmond, 
Walt Street, Uw Taylor, Marty 
Martes and Terry Klemensen, 
from Langley Air Force Base are 
the 5 talented performers who 
make up TAC Showcase. 
Beginning with the first notes 
of the popular tune "More Today 
Than Yesterday" the crowd was 
made to smile, tap their feet, clap 
their hands and even sing along 
with TAC. The crowd was small 
in the Gold Room, but throughout 
the forty-five minute 
performance it continued to 
grow. 
Gator Allmond and Walter 
Street sang such tunes as 
"Mame", "Up, Up and Away", 
"One in a Million", "Bandstand 
Boogie", "Rhinestone Cowboy", 
"She Believes in Me", and "New 
York, New York". Their 
arrangements and vocals would 
have made even Kenny Rogers 
and Frank Sinatra take notice. 
Walt Street explains that it 
takes many hours of auditions to 
be a member of TAC. I>ew 
Taylor, the arranger of much of 
the groups music, commented 
"Even before I got in the Air 
Force, I auditioned and was 
promised membership in the 
TAC Band at Langley". 
Listening to TAC Showcase 
Band was a teriffic way to spend 
a Saturday afternoon. Those that 
missed TAC try and catch them 
next year because they will be 
back. 
"New Orleans Ladies" and 
"Take a Ride on a Riverboat" 
both of which are from their first 
album. Le Roux then gave the 
audience a sampling of the 
material from their new album 
entitled "Up." The show 
climaxed with a marathon 
version of "Slow Burn" which 
gave each band member a 
chance for solo breaks. 
After the body of the 
performance Le Roux came back 
twice for encores before saying 
the final good night. 
Apparently that wasn't the end 
of the show though. During a 
fraternity party at Hampden- 
Sydney members of Le Roux 
made an appearance and gave a 
short performance. 
Performing Arts Presents Parker 
By SUSAN BUTLIN Kennedy    Center-Rockefeller 
The first Prize winner in the    Foundation      International 
Competition for Excellence in the 
Performance of American Music 
will appear in Jarman 
auditorium Friday, February 13, 
at 8 p.m. 
The Series of the Performing 
Arts presents Baritone, William 
Parker. This man competed 
against more than 300 other 
contestants for the honor 
bestowed on him in September of 
1979. Among his high attributes 
are other such awards as: he won 
the Premier Grand Prix at the 
Toulouse International 
Competition, top honors at the 
Munich International Singing 
Competition, and at the Montreal 
International Competition first 
prize and the special Poulence 
Prize at the Paris International 
Singing Competition. 
He was born in Pennsylvania 
and is a graduate of Princeton. 
He is in his early thirties, yet he 
not only has accomplished his 
accredited fame but he has 
performed with many leading 
orchestras and opera companies. 
He also has recorded three 
albums. 
Included in the program is 
noted pianist and composer, 
Ernest Bacon. Once, Parker was 
so impressed with one of Bacon's 
familiar ballads that he wanted 
Bacon to set it to music and used 
it as a contribution to the 
Bicentennial celebration. 
Also in the program format is 
Ned Rorem, who has appeared 
here at I/ongwood before. His 
compositions touch the heart of 
American History in which he 
incorporates his feelings about 
war and peace written in 1969. 
Pianist, William Huckaby will 
accompany Parker in his 
presentation. He sounds a little 
impressive Huh? Well in the 
words of one of the judges in the 
competition Parker won in 1979— 
he said, "The superior quality of 
his voice, his assured manner on 
the concert platform and his 
imaginative program that amply 
displayed the rich repertory of 
American Vocal music. 
The New Post said, "He asks 
for comparisons with the grants 
of I jeder who have some before, 
last night at Alice Tully Hall, 
William Parker met the 
challenge." 
Probably the best and most 
significant  advantage to all 
this—is—you enjoy Parker's 
program. Obviously, Parker 
seems to have much to offer, 
come and see, especially when it 
is free—then you can be the 
judge! 
You've Come A Long Way, Baby! 
ByTAMARANASH 
From an all girls' school less 
than ten years ago, Longwood 
College has progressed into a 
truly coed institution. Men have 
entered athletics, cheering, 
drama, music, and most 
recently, dance. For the second 
semester there   are  males  in 
Rochette's Florist 
119N. MAIN STREET 
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA 
PHONE 392-4154 
Order Your 
VALENTINE'S FLOWERS 
NOW! 
Longwood's Dance Company and 
we're glad they are! 
Last semester, Doug Blevins 
and Jack Tolbert joined the 
company and, this semester, 
Frank Creasy, Ross Conner and 
Dean Lakey, as well as Doug, are 
the four male members that have 
added a unique dimension to the 
Company. 
As Longwood loses its "all girl" 
status more completely each 
year, Frank Creasy reveals why, 
as a senior, he decided to go out 
for Company. 
"This is the first semester I 
haven't been in a varsity sport- 
either soccer or wrestling. Dance 
is helping to keep me in shape. I 
wouldn't say dance is more 
rigorous than wrestling but it 
uses some muscles in a lot of 
different ways that you don't use 
in either soccer or wrestling." 
Training for dance can be quite 
strenuous. On Monday and 
Wednesday from 4:00 to 5:30, the 
group has a technique class but 
as the choreographers work up 
their dances for the Spring 
Concert, practices are more 
frequent. 
It seems most of the guys 
entering Company are already 
associated with the arts or 
physical education and dance is 
definitely beneficial in those 
areas. 
"Dance is a good compliment 
to my theatre training", says 
Frank. "It's a study in 
movement...The two art forms 
really compliment each other." 
With a ratio of 22 to four, you 
have to wonder if the guys 
wouldn't feel a bit inhibited but 
after that first initial meeting, 
they seemed to be quite at ease. 
Of course, you have to give the 
girls credit, too. Obviously a big 
change, the girls work easily with 
the guys and are willing to give 
advice and help any time they 
can. 
So, the males have adjusted 
without any problems. What 
about the girls who had always 
worked exclusively with a 
company of females which now 
has gone coed? 
"At first there was a slight 
adjustment for a few who may 
have felt a twinge of shyness but 
it's a nice change," race 
Ann Rogers, a three year 
company veteran and president 
of the dancers. 
She points out that with the new 
dance studio, the entire 
atmosphere of the compam has 
changed. Instead of working 
routines with a feminine touch or 
the girls themselves taking 
masculine parts, now, there are 
men who are much more adapt at 
handling these moves of strength 
and masculinity. 
Under the leadership of Dr. 
Betty Bowman, the dance 
company has made a smooth 
transition from female to coed 
and she has done it with nothing 
but praise from her students who 
admire and respect her 
leadership. The ease and success 
with which the guys have entered 
reflects Dr. Bowman's fine 
talent. 
The entire campus is anxiously 
awaiting the Spring Concert 
when the Company reveals their 
"newest" talent and refreshes us 
with the usual abundance of 
grace and beauty of dance. And 
in the words of a Company 
"lumber   "It's a mr* change." 
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Opinions expressed are those of the 
weekly Editorial Board and its 
columnists, and do not necessarily 
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mitted to the Editor by the Friday 
preceding publication date All letters 
»r» subiect to editing 
By BRENDA COLEMAN 
"I just know this is going to be a 
fun-filled interview," began 
senior Jim Dunn. "Remember, 
this was YOUR idea!" 
Rather reluctantly, Jim 
submitted to being this week's 
senior in the spotlight. "Why did I 
Senior Spotlight Critique Column 
come to Longwood—it was the 
first college to accept me— 
Seriously! I had heard that \£ 
was a teachers' school, so I went 
into education until I decided I 
didn't want to teach." 
Since he decided not to pursue 
an education major, Jim is now 
graduating with a math 
computer science major and an 
English  minor.   "My  future?? 
Graduating would be a nice step 
forward. I'd like to go to graduate 
school and get a job in the New 
Orleans • Gulf of Mexico area. I 
love that area of the country. I 
went down there during fall 
break my sophomore year and 
just fell in love with the place. It 
is always so warm, quiet, and 
nice." ' 
"I had to change to a math 
major because there is no money 
or future in education. It was not 
worth all the time and effort in 
my classes. You have to be 
dedicated and I wasn't." 
Jim may not have been 
dedicated to his first education 
major choice, but he has been 
dedicated to the organizations he 
belongs to. He was one of the 
founding brothers of Pi Kappa 
Phi social fraternity as well as 
vice-president and secretary. He 
was in Freshman Commission as 
an elf and has been active in both 
orientation and Oktoberfest. 
"Yes, I've been involved; 
however, I'm sorry I came to 
Longwood in a way. I would have 
rather gone to a larger school 
BUT I'm also glad I met the 
people I've met here. I could not 
have met this same group of 
people anywhere in the world." 
A native of Virginia Beach, Jim 
predicts that "Longwood will 
eventually have to become a 
university. The school is growing. 
Just since I first entered, 
i Continued on Page 8) 
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By JOEJOHNSON 
Probably the best thing one can 
say about "A Change of Seasons" 
is that it had an excellent first 
scene. But angel-faced Bo Derek 
(that's right, the one with all 
those glorious digits) had to get 
out of that hot tub sometime. 
After an exquisite sampling of 
nymph-like beauty, the movie 
went steadily downhill. 
Anthony Hopkins plays an 
English professor who is two- 
timing it with a sexy coed (Bo) 
from his class. His wife, Shirley 
Maclaine, finds a more suitable 
revenge than divorce and tosses 
about with Michael Brandon, a 
cabinetmaker, who just happens 
to arrive at their home in time for 
Hubbie's convention in Montreal. 
For their two-week vacation, 
they devise a unique (their 
daughter says "sick") plan for 
allowing wife and husband to 
vacation with their extramarital 
mates, respectively. Believe it or 
not, everything works out for this 
"commune of geritol generation" 
except for one lonesome loser, 
who, in keeping with the trendy 
feminism throughout the film, is 
(you guessed it) the hubbie. 
The script manages to take 
some of my favorite performers 
and make them look like 
complete lunatics. Shirley 
Maclaine giggles and screeches 
like a high school freshman to 
reveal her inner beauty and 
charm. Anthony Hopkins is 
forced to talk in an  inaudible 
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Editor's Turn 
Valentine's Day should be a time to show extra attention to those that 
mean the most to you. This day of celebration will include special thoughts or 
events for your immediate circle of friends and family. 
It would be commendable to share this meaning of love and concern with 
others you may not know. The community here at school or in your hometown is 
certainly full of people who would appreciate any small token of attention. 
Many events that will be coming up on campus will require voluntary help 
from students. The members of Geist would appreciate your gift of participation 
in the Geist Bloodmobile Drive. The Phonathon that will take place in Lankford 
will be a success if students will donate their time to make the calls. Student 
participation is the main element of the Super Dance. People are needed to help 
at the dance and any pledge you can give will help make the contribution to the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association even greater. 
There are infinite opportunities to help someone else during the Valentine 
season. So, get involved with the campus concerns and help someone else. 
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mumble with a silly sardonic 
half-grin to express his wit and 
razor-sharp intelligence. And, as 
if mumbles and half-smiles 
weren't good enough, the script 
has him lecture on Shakespeare 
during the introduction and later 
gets him into an argument with 
his wife's playmate about 
Andrew Marvell's poetry and the 
essence of time. 
Michael Brandon doesn't do 
much of anything except make 
love, make cabinets and make 
dinner. He does, however, 
manage to throw a little 
philosophy into the movie (if you 
want to call it that). It goes 
something like this—"You can 
love some of the people all of the 
time, or you can love all of the 
people some of the time, but you 
can't love all of the people all of 
the time." 
It's not that I don't appreciate 
what Erich Segal, Ronnie Kern 
and Fred Segal were trying to do 
(Continued on Page 8) 
 Your Turn  
Valentine Wish 
Dear Students. 
This is the week of Valentine's 
Day and we felt it was our duty 
and privilege to wish all students, 
faculty, and administration a 
warm and special week. 
Sometimes it is difficult to tell 
someone that you love them. This 
is the week to change that. Time 
and life itself is too precious and 
short to let slip away with 
emotions kept inside. Tell your 
classmates, tell your family, but 
more importantly, tell that friend 
sitting beside you that you love 
them. 
"For it is not how much we 
love, but how much we are 
loved." Gang Green—be our 
Valentine! 
Love in the Red 
and Blue, 
Sally and Sammy 
Red and White 
Support LC Pageanl 
Dear Student Body, 
The Miss Longwood Pageant 
Committee was granted 
permission in December to 
continue with the pageant this 
year by the administrative staff. 
If the Pageant is to continue as a 
tradition at Ix>ngwood there must 
be a great deal of student 
support. Please organizations, 
dorms and halls put up a 
contestant to represent you in 
this year's pageant. Also there is 
a need for many behind the 
scenes workers to make this 
year's pageant the best ever. 
If interested in working on this 
year's pageant contact Betsy 
Clark or Terrianne Poor, second 
floor Stubbs or call 392-6837. 
For this tradition to continue 
we need your support! 
Thank you, 
The Miss Longwood 
Pageant Committee 
«».*s   <n«.Wjc   rV»t W*st 
Tt«s'    VdU.   ce-r.   stakes. 
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College Health Care Improves 
By MARK KARL SEGAL 
A recent interview with Mrs. 
Vivian Roop provided some 
insight into the level of health 
care provided by Longwood 
College. In the past there have 
been many complaints 
concerning the quality of care 
given; specifically the 
competency of the attending 
school physician. 
Last summer Longwood 
College hired two new physicians 
in place of the former doctor — 
Dr. Javier. Since the two new 
doctors have arrived the quality 
of health care has been more 
efficient and a better nursing 
staff has improved the full time 
infirmary staff tremendously. It 
is not the policy of the ROTUNDA 
to make generalizations about 
the professional competency of 
any doctors nor is it policy to 
push its readers to agree with any 
one point of view. The focus of 
this interview is to assure the 
students that health care is 
improving and to vanish any 
predetermined stigmas students 
might have about the infirmary. 
Mrs. Vivian Roop is a Registered 
Nurse and has been with the 
Longwood Infirmary for ten 
years. She has been the Head 
Nurse for nine years. 
- ROTUNDA: Who was the 
doctor last year? 
- ROOP: Dr. Javier 
- ROTUNDA: Why did he 
leave? 
- ROOP: Dr. Javier was 
deathly ill. He had a very bad 
heart problem. 
- ROTUNDA: Do you feel that 
his heart problem could have" 
interfered with his work? 
- ROOP: I can't say that. He is 
a good doctor. But he was 
working against his doctor's 
orders. 
- ROTUNDA:    Mrs.   Roop, 
many students have held a 
common complaint that 
regardless of their illness they 
have been administered salt to 
gargle with and have then been 
discharged. 
— ROOP: I don't know if salt 
water is good for a sore throat or 
not. But it is a saline solution to 
shrink the tonsils. It is considered 
here to be the least expensive and 
best mouth wash. After all it is 
the parents that have to pay for 
it. 
— ROTUNDA: Do you feel that 
the students' complaints are 
valid? Or do they just like to 
complain? 
— ROOP: It is human nature to 
complain. There are complaints 
about the dining hall and campus 
police. You can't satisfy all of the 
students all of the time. People 
can go from doctor to doctor to 
get the answer they want to hear. 
If you keep looking, anybody can 
get the answer they want. Not all 
students will agree with every 
diagnosis, but we can only 
diagnose students to the best of 
our professional ability. Of 
course we (the nurses) don't 
diagnose — that is the doctor's 
position. 
— ROTUNDA: Not to get off 
the subject, but many students 
think very poorly of Southside 
Community Hospital. Do you feel 
it is a good hospital? 
— ROOP: The doctor that runs 
the emergency room is from U. 
Va., and I feel the emergency 
room there is very good. 
— ROTUNDA: It is also felt by 
many students that if a doctor 
has to come to Farmviile to 
practice then he is not a very 
good doctor. Can you clear this 
up? 
— ROOP: Doctors don't come 
to Farmviile to practice because 
they are bad doctors. They come 
Omega Psi Phi 
At Longwood 
By SANDY NORTHEDGE 
Have you heard wild barking or 
seen the rythmatic stepping and 
singing being displayed by some 
of Longwood's students since the 
start of this semester? 
Well, don't worry it is just the 
newly organized fraternity of 
Omega Psi Phi. The seven, young 
men from Longwood and one 
from Prospect were initiated 
Friday, December 19, 1980. The 
graduate chapter of Zeta Alpha 
Alpha, composed of nine area 
members, initiated the pledge. 
The Longwood students are still 
affiliated with the graduate 
chapter, although they are in the 
process of being an official 
chapter on Longwood's campus. 
The Omega Psi Phi fraternity 
was established on November 17, 
1911. The four founders are 
Professor Ernest E. Just (faculty 
advisor), Frank Coleman, Edgar 
Love, and Oscar J. Cooper. Bill 
Cosby, Reggie Jackson, "Too 
Tall" Jones, and Count Bassie 
are a few of the famous members 
of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity. 
The fraternity colors are purple 
and gold. Their symbol is the 
escuteon shield, and their sister 
sorority is Delta Sigma Theta 
which is not located on 
Longwood's campus. 
The Omega Psi Phi's nickname 
is the "Que Dogs." One of the 
members from Longwood, John 
"Turk" Crosby says, "that the 
nickname "Que Dogs" is the 
reason behind the barking, and 
we step because we enjoy it and 
the people enjoy it, that's always 
been something black 
fraternities and sororities do. 
Although we act this way, we still 
think of ourselves as gentlemen 
and scholars as expressed by our 
cardinal principles, manhood, 
scholarship, perserverance, and 
uplift. A young man will never 
become a brother of the 
fraternity unless he can uphold 
these principles." 
The Omega's future plans 
involve such activities as: a blood 
drive, dances, talent hunt, 
commemoration of Black History 
Week, Social Action Program, 
and various community and 
school projects. 
The fraternity promotes unity 
and brotherhood among the black 
students on campus and creates a 
working relation with the IFC 
(Inter-Fraternity Council) and 
the school administration. The 
IFC played a tremendous role in 
the start of Omega Psi Phi on 
Longwood's Campus, and the 
Omega's would like to extend 
their thanks to Barry Driver, 
President of IFC, for all his help 
and support. 
to Farmviile to suit their careers 
and needs. They obviously can 
work less hours and can see more 
patients. And that is important to 
being a good doctor. 
- ROTUNDA: Can you tell us 
something about the new doctors 
at Longwood? 
— ROOP: Well, there are two. 
Doctor Cramer is young. He is 
very thorough. He has a great 
personality with the students. He 
is very sincere and dedicated to 
the profession. After July he will 
further his education in surgery 
at the University of Virginia, and 
make it his specialized field. 
Dr. Williams is a native of 
Victoria. He is also young. He is 
married and has two children. 
- ROTUNDA: I don't feel it is 
important that I tell he has 
children. 
• - ROOP: Oh yes! I feel the 
students would be more inclined 
to think that if he has children he 
can sympathize with the students 
more. It makes the students think 
he will treat them as he would his 
children ... He went to MCV and 
currently lives in Blackstone. He 
is  also  very  dedicated   and 
professional in pursuing 
diagnosis and treatment of his 
patients on an individual basis. 
He plans to open a family 
practice center at Southside 
Community Hospital. 
- ROTUNDA: Do you feel that 
the quality of health care here 
has improved? 
- ROOP: The quality has 
definitely improved. The 
students are fortunate to have the 
nursing staff they have now. 
They are the best in eleven years. 
They are very kind and sincere to 
the students. 
Political Views On Campus 
The College 
Democrats 
ByLISAKOWALIK 
Although the College 
Democrats are in a latent stage 
now, they plan to gear up in the 
fall for the Governorship race. 
The club's immediate goals 
include securing a speaker to 
come to Longwood and making a 
constitutional charter, which 
they must have to be affiliated 
with the National Young 
Democrats. 
The   officers  of   this  year's 
College Democrats are David 
Oakes, President; Cindy 
Thurman, vice-president; and 
Rebecca Miller, Treasurer. The 
adviser is Dr. Stuart. 
When asked to comment on the 
outcome of the Presidential 
election, President David Oakes 
said, "The dissatisfaction with 
government will continue as long 
as the inflation rate continues to 
climb and if Reagan doesn't 
alleviate this, he will be defeated 
just as Carter was. We are in for 
a succession of one term 
Presidents because we expect too 
much from them. The 
President's only one man—he 
can't solve all of the countries 
economic ills at once." 
David describes the purpose of 
the College Democrats as 
"increaseing student political 
awareness and participation, 
spreading the principles and 
ideals of the Democratic party, 
and supporting the Democratic 
candidates for office. 
The College 
Republicans 
By JOEJOHNSON 
Were you thrilled by the 
Republican landslide in 
Congress? Did you cheer when 
Reagan was sworn into office or 
gloat over Jimmy Carter's 
defeat? If so, you might be 
interested in the Longwood 
College Republicans, an on- 
campus student political 
organization. 
The club presently has about 
15-16 active members who pay $1 
dues each semester. Their 
constitution, which is based on 
the constitution from Washington 
and Lee University, allows them 
to elect officials for each 
semester. Current officers are: 
Chairman, Kurt Adams; Vice- 
Chairman, Thomas Moran; 
Secretary, Sandy Dyer; 
Treasurer, Cheryl Pelkey; and 
TRAVEL...EARN MONEY 
...EARN A FREE TRIP... 
m Daytona # #
   Beach 
this Spring 
Packages are $129 complete 
and include lodging at the famous 
International Inn, 
right on the beach; plus much more 
Interested students, write 
AOVENTURES IN TRAVEL 
1200 Post Road East 
Westport, CT 06880 
or call (203) 227 8764 
collect person-to-person to 
Jeff Robinson, 9 am to 8 p.m. 
Programs Director, Jack 
Barker. 
The Longwood College 
Republicans evolved from the 
Longwood Young Republicans 
Club which was formed in 1964. 
They are currently the oldest and 
largest student political 
organization in America. Dr. 
Helms, the advisor for the club, 
said that there are three main 
reasons for having such an 
organization. One reason is to 
help the student learn about 
government organization and the 
political structure of Virginia, in 
particular. Another reason for 
the club's existence is the actual 
contribution it makes to a 
Republican campaign—phone 
banks, campus surveys, 
distribution of absentee ballots, 
and the ever-familiar political 
poster and speeches. The third 
reason is the social activity of the 
club such as workshops and fund- 
raising events. "You make life- 
long friends in an organization so 
closely knit," Dr. Helms said. 
In  the  past,   the   Longwood 
College Republicans have been 
active in workshops at James 
Madison University, VCU, 
Washington and tee, and UVA. 
They have also sponsored such 
fund-raising activities as keg 
parties and car washes. On 
February 7-6 members attended 
a meeting of the College 
Republican Federation of 
Virginia. Kurt Adams explained 
that the members who attend will 
vote on the Republican Party 
Platform and will also vote for 
delegates who will represent 
them in the State Central 
Committee of the Repu.,ican 
Party. 
The Longwood College 
Republicans have also begun 
publishing a newsletter on their 
views and the party platform. 
They have written many of the 
articles themselves, but a few of 
the articles were written by some 
very new and very old 
Republican officials, namely, 
President Ronald Reagan and 
(get ready for this) ...Abraham 
Lincoln! 
LONGWOOD SWEATERS. 
JACKETS AND T-SHIRTS 
LANSCOTT GIFT 
SHOP 
406 High Street Farmviile. Va 
Open Mon. Sat., 9 am 5pm 
CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING 
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SPORTS 
Player Of The Week 
From Sports Info 
Freshman wrestler Frank 
Denaro, who won both his 
matches in the 126-pound class 
last week, has been named 
Longwood College Player of the 
Week for the period January 30- 
February 6. 
Denaro pinned John I>emis of 
Newport News Apprentice in 4:37 
and came back to pin Tom Boutin 
of Lynchburg in 1:50 Monday 
night as Ix>ngwood lost to NNA 
27-22 and nipped Lynchburg 31-29 
for its first win of the season. 
lancer coach Steve Nelson 
pointed out that the first-year 
college grappler had lost weight 
to wrestle at 118, but still 
returned in a fine showing at 126. 
"Frank was just recovering 
from an eye infection that had 
kept him out of competition," 
said Nelson. "He had lost nine 
pounds in two days to make 
weight at 118 and then we moved 
him up to 126. He really came 
through for us." 
Denaro's pin in the Lynchburg 
match was crucial to the Lancers 
obtaining their first win of the 
season as the hard fought bout 
was decided by just two points. 
Ix)ngwood will take a 1-8 record 
Lancers Seek End 
Of Losing Streak 
From Sports Info 
Ixmgwood's men's basketball 
team, which suffered its fourth 
straight loss Thursday night 94-85 
to Virginia State, will seek to 
rebound Saturday night when the 
lancers visit Liberty Baptist. 
Now 14-9, Ix)ngwood defeated 
the Flames 69-59 in the finals of 
the Longwood Invitational 
Classic in December. I,ed by 6-8 
center Steve Isaacs, Liberty 
Baptist has lost more than its 
share of close games this season, 
but has a reputation for playing 
tough on its home court. 
The lancers played well in 
their loss to the Trojans 
Thursday, hanging close to the 
talented CIAA team until late in 
the game when Virginia State 
cashed in its free throws to pull 
away. Freshman Jerome Kersey 
poured in 25 points in the second 
half to give him a career high 31 
for the game. 
Other lancers who played well 
included the ELIZABETH, NJ 
duo of Joe Remar and Ron Orr. 
Remar scored 17 points while 
repeatedly taking the ball to the 
basket and handed off seven 
assists. Orr was the top 
rebounder in the game with 12 
and also scored 15 points. Guard 
Mike McCroey contributed 10 
points but fouled out with nearly 
seven minutes left in the contest. 
Junior Kenny Ford had an off- 
night offensively, but came 
through on defense. Ford held 
high-scoring Darrell Stith 
scoreless in the first half as the 
chaser in Longwood's box-and- 
one defense. 
Averaging 16.8 points and 9.4 
rebounds, Kersey continues to 
pace longwood statistically. The 
6-6 forward also leads in blocked 
shots (28) and shooting 
percentage (62.6). 
McDonald's Player 
Of The Week 
From Sports Info. 
Freshman forward Jerome 
Kersey, who scored a career high 
31 points and grabbed 9 rebounds 
in a 94-85 loss to Virginia State 
Thursday, has been named 
McDonald's Player of the Week. 
Kersey's selection covers the 
period January 30 - February 6. 
McDonald's Player of the Week 
is chosen by the basketball 
coaches at tang wood. 
The 6-6 forward is the Lancers 
leading scorer and rebounder, 
averaging 16.4 points and 9.4 
rebounds per contest. 
"He has progressed beyond our 
wildest dreams as his 
performance Thursday shows," 
said assistant coach Martin 
Schoepfer. "He seems to get 
better every game." 
Kersey also lead the Lancers in 
blocked shots with 28 and slams 
with 14. 
A Social Work major, Jerome 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Herman Kersey. 
into Wednesday's home double- 
header with Richmond and arch- 
rival Hampden-Sydney. 
With a 2-6 record in dual 
matches, Denaro has an overall 
mark of 9-14 while moving 
between 118, 126 and 134 pound 
weight class. 
IAA 
By PAM UPDIKE 
IAA elections were recently 
held and the new officers are as 
follows: David Mitchell, 
President; Winona Bayne, Vice 
President; Sherry Gallop, 
Secretary, and Connie Murray, 
Treasurer. 
The winners in the Foul 
Shooting Tournament are Doug 
Harris for Alpha Sigma Phi and 
Ellen Ferguson in the Women's 
Division. 
Men's Basketball winners in 
the A League are Salt and Pepper 
with Too Much in second place. In 
the B League, the top team has 
not been determined. The two 
teams vying for first place are 
New Edition and Boinkers II 
(Alpha Sigma Phi). The final 
game will be tonight at 9:30 p.m. 
in Lancer Hall. 
In Woman's Basketball, the top 
teams in the A League are the 
Curry Crusty's and the Crazy 
Eights. In the B League, the top 
four teams are Alpha Sigma Tau, 
Alpha Gamma Delta, the 
Cunningham Cubs, and the 
Basket Cases. 
Ping Pong is underway with 21 
men and a women participating. 
Both divisions are playing double 
elimination tournaments. 
Co-ed Volleyball Entry Blanks 
are due Thursday, February 12. 
The mandatory participants 
meeting will be on February 16, 
at 6:30 p.m. in the IAA room. 
Badminton Doubles Entry 
Blanks are due Monday, 
February 16. The participants 
meeting will be Tuesday, 
February 17. Participants on 
each team must be the same sex 
and play for the same 
organization. 
Coming events include a 
Spades Tournament, Innertube 
Water Polo, Tennis Doubles, and 
Softball. 
The next meeting of the IAA 
will be on Wednesday, February 
11, at 7:00 p.m. in the IAA room. 
Campus representatives should 
bring any problems, changes or 
criticisms to this meeting. 
Gymnasts Break 
Records 
By USA SPENCER 
Dominance was the name of 
the game Saturday when 
Longwood (129.75) hosted East 
Carolina (120.40) and Virginia 
Tech (77.80) in Lancer Hall. And 
dominate the Lady Lancers did. 
Winning every event and the all- 
around competition, the 
Longwood gymnasts 
demonstrated the tremendous 
depth that they have boasted of 
while compiling an 8-2 record. 
"The good thing about the team 
this year is that everyone is 
contributing," commented 
Longwood coach Ruth Budd. 
"The fact that four different 
people won each of the four 
events proves that we have a lot 
of talent." 
The Lady Lancers were so 
completely in charge that they 
allowed only two non-Longwood 
gymnasts to place in the meet. 
During the high-scoring 
competition three Longwood 
school records were broken. The 
team score of 129.75 broke last 
year's record by more than one 
point. Kathy Idelson scored an 
8.35 for a team high in the bars, 
and Monica Chandler's 8.75 in 
floor exercise was another team 
high. 
Nancy Pierce who had not 
placed in an event this year 
proved that she had the talent to 
win as she took first place honors 
in the balance beam. Her score, 
combined with Idelson's win in 
bars, Chandler's first in floor, 
and Sharon Pillow's vaulting title 
provided the momentum for 
another Longwood victory. 
Chandler also took the all-around 
title with a season high of 32.95. 
Also placing for Longwood 
were: vaulting—2nd Monica 
Chandler, 3rd Kathy Idelson, and 
4th Kim Pickel; bars—2nd 
Chandler, and 4th (tie) Lisa 
Winkler and Jaudon Conkwright; 
balance beam—2nd Chandler, 
3rd Idelson, and 4th Conkwright; 
floor exercise—2nd (tie) Pickel 
and Pillow, 3rd Idelson and 4th 
Margi Janger. 
More important now to the 
Lady Lancers than rejoicing in 
Saturday's triumph, is 
concentrpting on their upcoming 
meet Friday night. At 7:00 p.m. 
in Lancer Hall, Longwood will 
face defending Division II State 
and Regional Champions William 
and Mary. W&M was the only 
team Longwood failed to defeat 
last season and finished second 
behind them in both the state and 
regional championships. 
"I really hope that we can win 
the William & Mary meet," 
stated Budd. "If we can we would 
know that we have a good chance 
of winning regionals." 
The Crazy 8's —This year's women's flag football champions. 
This Week In Sports 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Feb. 10, Longwood vs George Mason (Home) 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 12 Longwood vs William & Mary (Away) 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 14 Longwood vs Maryland Eastern Shore (Away) 2:00 
p.m. 
Feb. 15 Longwood vs UNC-Greensboro (Home) 3:00 p.m. 
WRESTLING 
Feb. 11 Longwood vs Hampden-Sydney, Richmond (Home) 
7:30 
Feb. 17 Longwood vs Elon (Home) 7:30 p.m. 
Gymnastics 
Feb. 13 Longwood vs William & Mary (Home) 7:00 p.m. 
Riding 
Longwood vs Sweetbriar (Away) 
Men's Basketball 
Feb. 14 Longwood vs Liberty Baptist (Away) 8:00 p.m. 
Feb. 16 Longwood vs Pembroke St. (Away) 7:45 p.m. 
4 
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Sharon Pillow in action from last year's AIAW Gymnastics 
Nationals. Sharon is this week's Sports Profile. 
Wrestler's Win 
By KURT COFFIELD 
lancer Hall was the site of a 
rowdy crowd Monday, Feb. 2, as 
the Ixmgwood Grapplers won 
their first match of the season 
over Lynchburg College 31-29. 
The stage for the match was set 
last semester when the Lancers 
.traveled to Lynchburg and the 
match turned into a fist fight, and 
a defeat for the l^ancers. When 
the Lynchburg Hornets came to 
Ix)ngwood the wrestlers wanted 
to make a good showing for their 
vocal home crowd. 
With a strategic double forfeit 
at 118 the 126 pounds took to the 
mat with Frank Denaro of 
Ix>ngwood pinning his opponent 
in the first period. In the 134 
pound match Derek Wolfe fought 
hard but was defeated by a minor 
decision. The 142 pound match 
ended in Disqualification of Mike 
Freischlag when he suplayed his 
aversary 'till unconsciousness. 
The next weight class saw Steve 
Shennett quickly deck his 
opponent for 6 more team points. 
At 158 veteran Roy Carswell 
wrestled diligently but was 
defeated. In the 167 pound class 
Mike Gnoff won 3 team points in a 
close victory. During Gnoff's 
match Lancer coach Steve 
Nelson questioned the referee's 
call and chose to have a few 
words with him. The choice 
words cost Longwood 2 team 
points and expultion of the coach. 
At this point the score of the 
match was Longwood 19 - 
Lynchburg 23, and after John 
Keegan was pinned by the 
Lynchburg captain the score 
stood Longwood 19 - Lynchburg 
29. With 2 bouts remaining the 
wrestlers needed 11 points or 2 
pins for the victory. At 190 pounds 
Dan Richards came through in 
the clutch situation with a pin in 
the first period. 
Going into the unlimited match 
I^ancer Hall had reached an 
emotional peak as Joe Bass 
warmed up to wrestle his 300 plus 
pounds opponent. Joe, using a 
bearhug, slammed his extra 
large opponent to the mat 3 times 
before pinning him in under a 
minute. With his final slap of the 
mat the I^ancer grapplers had 
won their first match of the 
season 31-29! 
The Lancers are riding their 
winning streak into a match 
against archrivals Hampden- 
Sydney and Richmond on 
Wednesday night in Lancer Hall. 
Everyone come out and cheer for 
Longwood so the grapplers can 
continue their winning streak. 
LVtt»S    C? 
SPORTS 
Sports Profile 
By MARK KARL SEGAL 
Sports Information makes it 
simple - "SHARON PILLOW: 
Sophomore, J.R. Tucker High 
School, Richmond, VA . . . 
finished first all-around in 7 out of 
8 dual meets last season ... set 
new Longwood standards for high 
score in an individual event (9.0) 
and all-around (34.05) . . . won 
both State and Regional honors 
by placing first all-around . . . 
qualified and finished 13th all 
around in Nationals . . . named 
Longwood's Female Athlete of 
the Year last season . . . 
consistency is her trademark . . . 
is a member of the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Council 
at Longwood . . . plans to teach 
and coach gymnastics." 
This is all that consists of 
Sharon Pillow — or as most will 
know her. Reading about her in 
our cold pine bleachers lends a 
narrow eye into the life of Sharon. 
But here is this High School 
freshman — a girl — a small girl 
ready and willing to learn the 
tossles and turns; willing to 
sacrifice the pizza and zits of a 
standard teenage life for a less 
attractive one — the tumbles of 
gymnastics. Gymnastics is full of 
tumbles.   Physical  tumbles   of 
- OFFICE SUPPLIES 
. OFFICE MACHINES 
» OFFICE   FURNITURE 
FARMVILUE.   VA.   23001 
WINDSOR NEWTON WATER COIORS 
AVAILABLE HOW $1 .IB HI TUBE 
course, but the real tumbles are 
that of the human mind. You see, 
this sport is so different. It 
combines the elements of all 
sports; the free fall, jumping, 
running, propelling with 
excruciating force the body from 
one bar to the other and walking 
on a board above the ground. All 
of this sounds very easy. But 
when you have to do all of the 
forementioned with more 
precision and skill than the girl 
next to you, then the real trouble 
begins. 
Sharon came to 1-ongwood two 
years ago; packed away with a 
scholarship, and honed on the 
finer skills of gymnastics from 
her junior and senior high school 
years spent at the United States 
Gymnastics Federation: "A 
'private' club," as members will 
tell. 
Before the "private club," 
emerged a sophomore who was 
the Colonial District Ail-Around 
Champion and Runner up in the 
Central Region. Then it was off to 
the USGF Club. There, in her 
senior year, she placed sixth in 
all-around in the advanced state 
meet. She also qualified for the 
Regionals and Eastern National 
Championships. 
While       performing       for 
Lady Lancers 
Lack Luck 
By KAY SCHMIDT 
The Lady Lancers have 
continued their losing streak by 
falling in two games last week. At 
8-2 earlier this season, the 
Ix>ngwood women's basketball 
team has lost nine straight 
games, dropping their record to 
8-11. 
This past weekend the Lady 
I^ancers traveled to Rock Hill, 
South Carolina, to participate in 
the Winthrop Invitational 
Tournament. In the first round, 
Thursday night, Longwood shot 
only 32 per cent from the floor to 
fall to Western Carolina 48-78. 
Top performers for the evening 
were Patty Lia with 15 points and 
Cindy Eckel with 10 rebounds. 
In round two, Longwood 
contested with Pembroke State of 
North Carolina. Trailing by only 
two points at half time (37-35), 
the Lady Braves rallied to defeat 
Ixmgwood 74-61. One thousand 
point scorer Brenda Fettrow lead 
the team with 17 points, 13 
rebounds, and 5 assists. Also 
scoring in the double figures were 
Cindy Eckel with 14 points and 
Robin Hungate with 11 points. 
Longwood now stands fourth in 
VAIAW Division II with a 5-4 
conference record. leading the 
conference is George Mason with 
a 7-2 conference record. In other 
conference standings the Lady 
lancers stand second in both 
team defense (62.9 per cent) and 
in freethrow percentage (62.4 per 
cent). In individual scoring 
sophomore Cindy Eckel stands 
third, averaging 17.5 points per 
game. 
Play Ball 
By DEBBIE HOGGE 
Stretch, take ten laps, and let's 
play ball. Yes, tryouts for 
Longwood's first women's 
softball team are well underway. 
The team is coached by Nanette 
Fisher, also Longwood's 
volleyball coach. Ms. Fisher is a 
graduate of Longwood and has 
previously coached high school 
teams. This is her first year 
teaching and coaching at 
Longwood. 
Both the coach and players are 
excited about getting started, but 
because of the extremely cold 
weather they have not been able 
to go outside. However, as soon 
as it warms up they will be right 
out there. Their first game is not 
until April, so there will be plenty 
of time for practicing batting, 
sliding, and strategies. The 
schedule includes a couple of 
tournaments and several double- 
headers. 
Combining the players' talents 
and Ms. Fisher's coaching, 
Longwood should have an 
excellent softball team. So come 
out to both home and away games 
and support a very promising 
team! 
I/ongwood as a freshman Sharon 
controlled the tempo of the team. 
She worked hard. 
According    to    Longwood's 
gymnastics coach, Ruth  Budd, 
"Sharon is a perfectionist. She 
puts a lot of pressure on her self." 
Last   year   Sharon   came   to 
I/ongwood with no former college 
goals to beat. All she could do was 
get better. There was no room for 
her to do poorly so she performed 
as if she were in the Olympics. In 
the state meet she was first in 
vaulting,  bars   and   all-around 
competition.   Her   ability   to 
quickly   adapt   to  the   college 
circuit enabled her to place first 
on vaulting and all-around at the 
Regional meet. Then it was on to 
the Nationals. There she placed 
13th on vaulting and all around 
competition.     Well     Sharon 
returned to longwood in the fall. 
And that return is where the 
tumbles of the human mind enter 
the picture. Sharon has several 
elements  working  against her 
that she must overcome. Knee 
surgery over the summer has 
brought more mental torture to 
Sharon  than  physical explains 
Budd. Because of this and a new 
scoring system that is up dated 
every   four   years   with   the 
difficulties       of       Olympic 
competition; Sharon is playing a 
game of mental roulette with her 
mind. 
"One must have superior 
confidence in one's self in order 
to be a good gymnast," tells 
Budd. And Ms. Pillow is battling 
back. She counters the war: "I 
have learned to live with it. (Her 
knees). I can't dwell on the fact 
my knees could give out. But I 
have not been able to perform as 
well because mentally I knew my 
knees could go. But now I feel I 
can do better. I am becoming 
more consistent." 
Budd agrees. "She has not been 
first in all-around competition 
but she has been placing second." 
There is the cheer that goes 
"second to none." The none is 
Sharon herself. She is not battling 
other gymnasts but her record of 
last year. "She feels she has to do 
what she did last year," says 
Ruth Budd. "This is a transition 
period for Sharon. If she can 
make it through this year I 
believe she could really get 
going." 
Sharon was so in love with her 
success that she is scared of 
defeat. Success has always been 
steering her mental wheel. In 
high school she graduated in the 
top one-fifth of her class with a 3.2 
average. It is not just her ability 
to perform but the kid has a brain 
on her shoulders. 
According to Budd that 
"transition" period is here. She 
could easily shy away from her 
defeats and quit gymnastics 
because of her knees. But she will 
never know what it really is to 
win unless she sticks out the other 
two years. 
A winner never quits and a 
quitter never wins' is par for the 
course. If Sharon places last for 
the next two years she will not be 
a loser. She will be a winner that 
never quit. 
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Senior Spotlight 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Longwood has become more 
widespread academically. Also, 
a lot of traditions have died down 
because they do not need to be as 
pronounced as they once were. 
However, I hope that not all of 
them go out of existence." 
"I've noticed that in some ways 
Long wood has changed for the 
worse. The biggest mistake ever 
made   here   was   not   keeping 
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freshman housing. I lived in 
South Cunningham freshman 
year. Two floors were guys and 
two floors were girls. We were all 
together toughing it out. We were 
one big family—sharing our 
problems—sharing experiences 
for the first time. Another 
mistake was tripling. I was 
involved in one and it was an 
uncomfortable situation." 
When asked for last comments, 
Jim adamantly stated that what 
he wanted to say was his own 
personal views, not reflections 
from other groups. "I think that 
people not involved in a sorority 
or fraternity see these groups as 
a bunch of derelicts joined 
together under three Greek 
letters. They are more than that. 
People in sororities and 
fraternities share a bond other 
than drinking. They study 
together, share problems, share 
everything else in college life. 
Some look at the rivalry these 
groups have. Sure^here is rivalry 
because it shows the pride we 
have in ourselves." 
"Every sorority and fraternity 
has good, able-bodied people in it 
and we are all going to make it- 
together. It would be easier if 
people outside those groups 
would try to understand a little 
more." 
Critique Column 
(Continued from Page 4) 
when they transcribed this labor 
of love, but I think there's a good 
possibility that they may have 
exaggerated things a bit. It's 
rather nauseating to watch 
intelligent (?) adults act like a 
hot-to-trot Brady Bunch. 
A Putk "»• v. r <rf tto | 
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When David had open 
heart surgery not long 
ago. he needed six vital 
units of blood, type O Meg. 
All of it was obtained, 
processed and provided 
by the Red Cross blood 
center 
We re not the heroes of 
this lifesaving story (the 
six wonderful blood 
donors sho> ild get the 
medals). But we (and 
other voluntary blood cen- 
ters) do need your con- 
tinued support Blood, 
you know, doesn't grow on 
trees. It comes from 
donors. Like you. And we 
need more people like 
you. Call your Red Cross 
or other voluntary blood 
center soon. Please. 
David 
Nairne 
counted 
onus. 
VWre 
counting on 
you. 
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A Classic Combination! The time-honored, ever 
popular cuff bracelet, handsomely fashioned in 
the warm lustre of Reed & Barton pewter. .. 
always a flattering accessory Our pewter cuff bracelets 
are available in the soft simplicity of the plain 
design, or with the elegant formality 
of the engraved monogram. One inch wide, 
gift-boxed. $6.95. Engraving extra. Hammered design 
also available, $8.95. 
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